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MCNP® Trademark

MCNP® and Monte Carlo N-Particle® are registered trademarks owned by Triad
National Security, LLC, manager and operator of Los Alamos National Laboratory.
Any third party use of such registered marks should be properly attributed to Triad
National Security, LLC, including the use of the ® designation as appropriate.
I Please note that trademarks are adjectives and should not be pluralized

or used as a noun or a verb in any context for any reason.
I Any questions regarding licensing, proper use, and/or proper attribution

of Triad National Security, LLC marks should be directed to
trademarks@lanl.gov.
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Package Contents
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MCNP6.3 Source Distribution

Before diving into the executable(s) and nuclear data installation, some comments
on the MCNP6.3 source code distribution may be of interest:

I The MCNP development team appreciates all forms of feedback
I For those generally using the code, requests for feature improvements,

reported bugs or deficiences, and any other issues that may simply be
a matter of improved documentation, are always welcome

I For those modifying the source and/or building the code, patches are
always welcome

I Send feedback to mcnp_help@lanl.gov

I In the past, any kind of feedback has been difficult to incorporate into the
code in a timely fashion (i.e., multiple years between major releases)
I General requests need to be prioritized and well-aligned with respect to

our funding sponsors and current efforts
I Code patches may be applied reasonably quickly with some caveats

(see next slide)

mailto:mcnp_help%40lanl.gov
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MCNP6.3 Source Distribution: Existing Challenges

I Actual source code changes generally take very little time in comparison
to all of the other necessary and complementary tasks
I Verification, validation, and testing consistency across all code features

is generally a significant amount of effort
I Documenting the code changes in user manuals, release notes, V&V

reports and/or build guides add to the overall cost of the code change
effort

I A timely avenue for re-distribution of a patch-version of the MCNP6 code
has not been previously possible

The MCNP6.3 source code distribution makes it possible to address the latter
challenge
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MCNP6.3 Source Distribution: What’s New?

I With the MCNP6.3 source code distribution, a functional git repository is
distributed

I Therefore,
I source code “git patches” will be distributed on the MCNP website
I source code “git patches” can be sent to the MCNP team for

consideration

I Note that we, the MCNP development team, do not keep track of the
RSICC approved and licensed MCNP6.3 users

I We will communicate the availability of these patches on the MCNP
website and through the MCNP forum
I Instructions will be available on the website for each patch released
I Announcements will be made on the forum and the website

https://mcnp.lanl.gov/
https://mcnp.lanl.gov/
https://mcnp.lanl.gov/forum.html
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MCNP6.3 Source Distribution: Summary

I Ultimately, this means that
I we are planning on providing source code patches on the MCNP

website on a regular basis
I we are not planning on providing executables of these patch versions
I all patches will be subject to our current code development practices,

meaning extensive testing and proper documentation will be needed for
any patch-level changes to be accepted and distributed

I When requesting the code from RSICC, “updating the source code with
official MCNP development team patches” should be acceptable
justification to obtain the source code, if desired
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MCNP6.3 Executable(s) Distribution

I Available for each supported operating system
I Windows
I Linux
I macOS

I Production executables
I OpenMP thread-only build
I OpenMP + MPI builds
I For production MCNP calculations

I Qt Plotter Technology Preview executable
I OpenMP thread-only build
I For testing the new plotter, not for production MCNP calculations
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MCNP6.3 Executable(s) Distribution: Production MPI
Builds (1)

I For the first time, we are distributing MPI builds for all platforms

I The user’s system will need to have a compatible MPI library installed

Platform Supported MPI Library

Windows Microsoft MPI (MS-MPI)

Linux
OpenMP
MPICH

macOS
OpenMP
MPICH

Compatibility details not discussed here. Closely read and follow instructions with
the installer and described in the release notes.
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MCNP6.3 Executable(s) Distribution: Production MPI
Builds (2)

I Due to the complexity of the general MPI landscape, these production
builds are provided as “best-effort”

I At this time, we can not guarantee that the distributed executables will be
compatible on all possible platforms and configurations

I If they are compatible, these MPI executables are considered production
quality

I When requesting the code from RSICC, “building an MPI-parallel version
of the code” should be acceptable justification to obtain the source code,
if desired

Closely read and follow instructions with the installer and described in the release
notes to have the best chance for success.
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MCNP6.3 Executable(s) Distribution: Qt Plotter
Technology Preview Build

I Does not require an X11 server installed on user’s system – “It just
works!”

I For testing the new plotter, not for production MCNP particle transport
calculations

I Runtape-compatible with the production executables

I In the source code distribution, the source code for the technology
preview is not distributed

I Send us feedback (mcnp_help@lanl.gov)!

mailto:mcnp_help%40lanl.gov%3Fsubject%3DQt%20Plotter%20Feedback
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MCNP6.3 Executable(s) Distribution: Summary

I A bit more complex than previous releases
I 3 production OpenMP builds
I 5 production OpenMP + MPI builds
I 3 technology preview OpenMP builds

I The distributed code installers will help
I More extensive OS-specific compatibility checking
I More interactive and intuitive
I More information to read

Please read the installer instructions and messages provided during installation to
have the best chance for success.
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Installation
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Read the README

I FIRST, open the README and actually read it!
I For example, if you want to install any production MPI executables,

you’ll likely want to install a compatible MPI library prior to launching
the installer.

I Before proceeding, note that:
I Python is required to use the data downloader (highly recommended).
I HTTPS proxy may need to be set to access the online data.
I On Windows, the installer can install MS-MPI if not found. Requires

administrator access.
I On Linux and macOS, a compatible MPI version needs to be installed

separately.

I Now, open a terminal and launch the OS-appropriate installer:
I install_windows.bat for Windows
I install_linux_mac.sh for Linux or macOS
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Launch the Installer
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Select Data Installation Location
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Encountering a Proxy Error
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Setting the HTTPS Proxy

May need to edit the install script to set the https_proxy environment variable to
allow the data downloader to interact with the https://nucleardata.lanl.gov/ and
https://mcnp.lanl.gov/ websites to obtain library installation information and actually
download the necessary data.

https://nucleardata.lanl.gov/
https://mcnp.lanl.gov/
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Data Downloading
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Data Installing
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Updating DATAPATH Environment Variable
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MCNP6.3 Code Installation
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Select MCNP6.3 Code Installation Location
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Installing MPI Version (1)
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Installing MPI Version (2)
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Updating User Environment for MCNP6.3 Executable(s)
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Installation Complete
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Data Downloader and Updates
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Making Nuclear Data More Accessible

I Nuclear data libraries have historically been shipped with the MCNP code
I Getting updated nuclear data usually required

I Waiting for new MCNP code release
I Downloading the ENDF-format nuclear data and doing the NJOY

processing manually

I Nuclear data team at LANL (XCP-5) have made available several nuclear
data libraries on their website (https://nucleardata.lanl.gov/)
I More easily provide nuclear data libraries
I More timely delivery of nuclear data updates

I A Python tool for downloading and installing specific nuclear data libraries
is provided with the MCNP6.3 package
I Makes it simple to install and uninstall specific nuclear data library(ies)
I Generates the nuclear data directory (XSDIR) file with user-specified

ordering

https://nucleardata.lanl.gov/
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nd_manager Usage: Overview

I The nd_manager tool and required atomic weight ratio data will ship with
the MCNP code

I It requires Python3 – without a proper version, it won’t run:

The nuclear data manager needs Python 3.6+ to run.

I There are multiple run modes that the tool has available to do various
steps in the process:

config Adjust configuration options.

list List libraries available, downloaded, and installed.

update Query libraries for available libraries.

download Download list of data libraries.

install Install list of data libraries to datapath.

uninstall Uninstall list of data libraries from datapath.

create-xsdir Create xsdir based on the order of the listed libraries.
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nd_manager Usage: Initial Configuration

I On the first run, or by using the config option, the script will generate a
configuration file, defining where to retrieve nuclear data and the local
installation location

I Note this is where the DATAPATH environment variable should be set for
the current profile
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nd_manager Usage: Update and List Nuclear Data

I Straightforward to update and view all available libraries and choose
which ones to download and install
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nd_manager Usage: Downloading Nuclear Data

I Can choose to download nuclear data libraries either by name/list (e.g.
“Lib80x”) or using the “--all available” or “--all production” flags
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nd_manager Usage: Installing Nuclear Data

I Once downloaded, listings are updated:

I Now the downloaded libraries can be installed:

I Specifying the “--all available” or “--all production” flags will install the
corresponding nuclear data libraries that were previously downloaded
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nd_manager Usage: XSDIR File Creation

I Order of libraries in the xsdir file is set in the config file

I xsdir file:
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nd_manager Usage: Updating Nuclear Data

I When new data is available on the website, it can be quickly and easily
updated

I The tool can/will also update the xsdir file whenever new nuclear data
libraries are installed/uninstalled
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Summary
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Summary

I MCNP6.3 release package
I More MCNP6-specific executables and options available than ever

before

I Installer
I Streamlines the MCNP6.3 installation
I Automatically downloads all production nuclear data and generates
xsdir files for the user

I nd_manager
I Allowing the LANL Nuclear Data and Monte Carlo teams to work and

distribute their products independently
I Updates, fixes (errata), and newly released data will be made available

in a much faster timescale than ever before
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Questions?
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